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zone branch calculations, 233, 234
dual supply loop with tiebreaker, 219
load point failure rate calculation, 221–225
repair duration calculation, 221–225
substation single-line diagram, 220, 223, 224, 226
substation zone branch diagram, 221
zone branch calculations, 221
dual supply primary selective, 225
load point failure rate calculation, 227–231
repair duration calculation, 227–231
substation single-line diagram, 227, 231
substation zone branch diagram, 228
zone branch calculations, 226
dual supply radial–single bus, 208
duration of interruptions calculations, 210–214
load point failure rate calculations, 210–214
substation single-line diagram, 209, 212
substation zone branch diagram, 210, 213
zone branch calculations, 209, 213
dual supply radial with tiebreaker, 215
load point failure rate calculation, 216–218
repair duration calculation, 216–218
substation single-line diagram, 216
substation zone branch diagram, 217
zone branch calculations, 215, 218
simple radial substation configuration, 202
duration of interruptions calculation, 207
load point failure rate calculation, 207
substation single-line diagram, 206
substation zone branch diagram, 207
zone branch calculations, 202–206
zone branch single-line diagram, 200
Zone branch parameters, 214, 215